This 2-page extended abstract provides an overview of the key results presented in more detail in our full length paper, with the same title, to appear in Performance Evaluation [2] .
PAPER SUMMARY
Cloud services and other shared third-party infrastructures allow individual content providers to easily scale their services based on current resource demands. In this paper, we consider an individual content provider that wants to minimize its delivery costs under the assumptions that the resources it requires to deliver its service are elastic, the content provider only pays for the resources it consumes, and costs are proportional to the resource usage. For the purpose of our analysis, we consider a simple cost model in which the content provider pays the third-party service for (i) the amount of storage it consumes due to caching close to the end-users and (ii) the amount of (backhaul) bandwidth that it and its end-users consume. Under this model, we then analyze the optimized delivery costs of different cache on M th request cache insertion policies when using a TTLbased eviction policy in which an object remains in the cache after insertion until a time interval T has elapsed without any requests for the object.
In the past, these discriminatory cache insertion policies have been shown valuable in reducing cache pollution due to ephemeral content popularity and the long tail of one-timers observed in edge networks [1, [3] [4] [5] . However, prior work has not bounded or optimized their worst-case delivery costs.
Contributions: First, we present novel worst-case bounds for the optimal cost and competitive cost-ratios of different variations of these policies. Second, we derive explicit average cost bounds and cost expressions for these policies under arbitrary inter-request time distributions, assuming independent and identically distributed request times, as well as for specific short-tailed (deterministic, Erlang, and exponential) and heavy-tailed (Pareto) inter-request time distributions. Our analysis includes comparisons against both optimal offline policy bounds and, for the case when hazard rates are increasing or constant, optimal online policy bounds; all derived here. Finally, we present numeric and trace-based evaluations and provide insights into the relative cost performance of the policies.
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Some key observations using the above results: Our analysis reveals that window-based cache on M th request cache insertion policies can substantially outperform policies that do not take into account the recency of prior object requests when making cache insertion decisions. With window-based cache on M th request policies a counter is maintained for how many times each uncached object has been requested within a time window W of the most recent request for that object (including the most recent request itself). The object is inserted into the cache whenever the counter reaches M . Our results show that a single parameter version of this policy can be used beneficially, in which W = T , and that the best worst-case bounds are achieved by selecting the window size W = T equal to the time that it takes to accumulate a cache storage cost (for that object) equal to the remote bandwidth cost R associated with a cache miss (for that object). With these protocol settings, the worst-case bounds of the window-based cache on M th request policies have a competitive ratio of M + 1 (compared to the optimal offline policy). While these ratios at first may appear discouraging for larger M , our average case analysis for different inter-request time distributions clearly shows substantial cost benefits of using intermediate M such as 2-4, with the best choice depending on where in the parameter region the system operates. For less popular objects a slightly larger M (e.g., M = 4) may be beneficial; however, in general, window-based cache on M th request with M = 2 typically provides the most consistently good average performance across the full parameter ranges of each considered distribution. Overall, the results show that using this policy with optimal worst-case parameter setting (i.e., W = T = R) may be attractive for practical conditions, where request rates of individual objects typically are not known and can change quickly.
SYSTEM MODEL
Here, let us consider the costs associated with a single file object as seen at a single cache location. (The multi-file case is also considered in the paper.) Furthermore, without loss of generality, for this object and location, let us assume that the provider pays (i) a (normalized) storage cost of 1 per time unit that the file object is stored in the cache and (ii) a remote bandwidth cost R each time a request is made to an object currently not in cache.
At the time a request is made for a file object not currently in the cache, the system must decide whether the file object should be cached or not. Naturally, the total delivery cost depends on the choices made and the request pattern. 
INSERTION POLICIES
We next describe two of the insertion policies considered. In the full paper we also consider a dual-window cache on 2 nd request policy with a potentially distinct time threshold W ≤ T for determining when to add an object to the cache.
The system maintains a counter for how many times each uncached object has been requested. When the counter reaches M the object is cached, and is kept in the cache until T time units have passed since the most recent request, at which point the object is evicted and the counter is reset to 0. For M = 1, this corresponds to the non-discriminatory always on 1 st policy. Single-window on M th (M, T ): The system maintains a counter for each uncached object that has been requested at least once within the last T time units. A newly allocated counter is initialized to one, and the counter is incremented by one whenever the object is referenced within T time units of its most recent previous request. The object is inserted into the cache whenever the counter reaches M . Again, the object remains in the cache until a time interval T has elapsed without any requests for it. For M =1, this policy corresponds to always on 1 st .
EXAMPLE RESULTS
For this analysis we consider an arbitrary request sequence A = {ai} for a single, initially uncached object with N requests, where ai is the inter-request time between requests i and i − 1 (2 ≤ i ≤ N ).
Offline optimal lower bound: The cost expression for the optimal (offline) caching policy (across all possible policy classes) for the case when the cache has perfect prior knowledge of the request sequence A, is:
(1)
Worst-case bound for Single-window on M th : We show that the best (optimal) competitive ratio using the single-window on M th policy is achieved with T = R and is equal to M + 1. More specifically, Steady state results: Assuming that inter-request times are independent and identically distributed, we derive expressions for a general inter-request time distribution f (t) with cumulative distribution function F (t), as well as for specific example distributions. Table 1 summarize the results for four different example distributions and Figure 1 shows numeric results for the exponential distribution. In the paper, we also show that the static baseline policy, shown here, achieves the minimum cost of any online policy when the inter-request distribution has an increasing or constant hazard rate (e.g., the exponential distribution).
Other results: We refer to the full paper [2] for more details, for worst-case bounds for the other policies, generalized distribution results, more numeric policy comparsions, a multi-file analysis, and trace-based evaluations of the different policies.
